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Understanding the molecular mechanism by which probes and chemotherapeutic agents bind to nu-
cleic acids is a fundamental issue in modern drug design. From a computational perspective, valu-
able insights are gained by the estimation of free energy landscapes as a function of some collec-
tive variables (CVs), which are associated with the molecular recognition event. Unfortunately the
choice of CVs is highly non-trivial because of DNA’s high flexibility and the presence of multiple
association-dissociation events at different locations and/or sliding within the grooves. Here we have
applied a modified version of Locally-Scaled Diffusion Map (LSDMap), a nonlinear dimensionality
reduction technique for decoupling multiple-timescale dynamics in macromolecular systems, to a
metadynamics-based free energy landscape calculated using a set of intuitive CVs. We investigated
the binding of the organic drug anthramycin to a DNA 14-mer duplex. By performing an extensive set
of metadynamics simulations, we observed sliding of anthramycin along the full-length DNA minor
groove, as well as several detachments from multiple sites, including the one identified by X-ray crys-
tallography. As in the case of equilibrium processes, the LSDMap analysis is able to extract the most
relevant collective motions, which are associated with the slow processes within the system, i.e., lig-
and diffusion along the minor groove and dissociation from it. Thus, LSDMap in combination with
metadynamics (and possibly every equivalent method) emerges as a powerful method to describe
the energetics of ligand binding to DNA without resorting to intuitive ad hoc reaction coordinates.
© 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4824106]
I. INTRODUCTION
Processes associated with DNA are key targets of inter-
vention against a variety of diseases, cancer being the best
known example.1 Development of effective drugs targeting
DNA (in its many forms, e.g., duplexes,2, 3 G-quadruplexes,4
or more complex structures within the genome5) has often
been based on experiments on ligand- and protein-DNA com-
plexes, from structural studies to the measurements of kinetic
and thermodynamic data.1
On the other hand, computer-aided strategies have faced
major challenges in addressing the complexity of nucleic
acids structures and dynamics.6, 7 Even in the “simple” case
of a DNA double-stranded helix, DNA’s extreme flexibility
(which plays a key role in the molecular recognition event)
poses a serious sampling problem. Moreover, recognition by
ligands occurs generally via multiple association-dissociation
processes between different sites and/or slidings within the
grooves.2, 8–10 Dissociation regulates the residence time of lig-
ands in different sites,9, 11–15 and sliding is important to opti-
mize efficacy and selectivity.7, 16 In particular, since associa-
tion and sliding within the groove are likely to feature lower
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barriers with respect to dissociation12–17 (even when the re-
action cannot be described via a simple pseudo-first-order
kinetics18) the free energy profile associated with the latter
process is crucial for tuning the dynamic strength of the drug
molecule (i.e., the maximum force the complex can resist be-
fore dissociation14, 19, 20) and thus the affinity.
Due to the long timescales of these processes, as com-
pared to typical simulation times, enhanced sampling algo-
rithms (see, e.g., Refs. 21–24) are the methods of choice to in-
vestigate DNA molecular recognition by small ligands. Most
such techniques bias the simulation along a pre-determined
set of collective variables (CVs), whose variation is thought to
describe the process under investigation. Then, the free energy
of the process is calculated as a function of these CVs using
a variety of methods, such as umbrella sampling,25 adaptive
biased force,26 and metadynamics, among others.6, 24, 27–29
The most straightforward CVs are derived from physi-
cal or chemical intuition, and serve as approximate variables
to gauge the progress of a reaction. The reliability of these
intuitive CVs may be assessed by a variety of methods, in-
cluding the isocommitor surface,30 genetic neural network
algorithm,31 and Bayesian analysis methods.32 Alternatively,
techniques such as the string methods33, 34 and milestoning35
have been used to identify reaction pathways, which can be
thought of as CVs. However, for all these methods, some
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initial choices of the CVs and/or definitions of the reactant
and product states are required.
In order to avoid any a priori knowledge and intu-
ition about the system when defining a set of CVs, one
can extract them from molecular simulation data by using
dimensionality reduction methods. These include principle
component analysis36 and its nonlinear variants,37 local lin-
ear embedding,38 and Isomap.39, 40 Unfortunately, these algo-
rithms encounter difficulties because of the inherent noisiness
in biomolecular simulation data.41 Recently, several new di-
mensionality reduction algorithms have been introduced and
tested against noisy macromolecular processes. The Sketch-
map method42 provides a sketch of the high-dimensional
landscape. The Diffusion Map method,43 and its improved
version, Locally Scaled Diffusion Map (LSDMap)41, 44 are
able to decouple motions with different timescales into a set
of reaction coordinates, named diffusion coordinates (DCs).
For systems with a separation of timescales, the first few DCs
are sufficient to characterize the slow processes of the system.
Reaction rates computed along the 1st DC are in remarkable
agreement with the rates measured directly from simulation
data,41, 44, 45 demonstrating the effectiveness of the LSDMap
approach in estimating the barrier heights, and transition rates
in biomolecular systems.
It is worth mentioning that instead of using collective
variables and obtaining free energy projections on these vari-
ables, one could use an alternative technique, namely, cut-
based free energy profiles (cFEP),46, 47 to analyze the free en-
ergy surface using the partition function of a given region as
the progress variable. The cFEP method constructs an equi-
librium kinetic network48 on predefined clusters obtained by
criteria such as root mean square deviation (RMSD),49 sec-
ondary structure sequence,50 and determines the barrier height
between different states in the network with methods based on
isocommitor surfaces or mean first passage time.50 The cFEP
technique produces a one-dimensional free energy profile be-
tween each pair of basins that best preserves the barrier height
between the two states and avoids the problems of free en-
ergy projections onto specific CVs, which might not cover all
motions contributing to the barrier considered. cFEP can also
serve as a good check of the quality of the reaction coordi-
nates by comparing the free energy profile obtained by cFEP
and the one obtained by projection onto a specific set of reac-
tion coordinates, as shown in Ref. 47.
We recently used both LSDMap and cFEP methods to
analyze the folding pathways of a 20-residue three-stranded
antiparallel β-sheet peptide called Beta3s.45 We defined the
folding pathways of the system with only the first two DCs
and then obtained the physical variables best corresponding
to the folding pathways. We found an excellent match be-
tween the free energy projected onto these intuitive coordi-
nates and those obtained from the cFEP method. This ex-
ample illustrates that, at least for the small peptide Beta3s,
a set of well-chosen CVs – such as the ones from LSDMap
– can significantly reduce the inadequacies of projections of
free energy profile into reduced coordinates. One advantage of
such a projection is that it allows for an easy interpretation of
the pathways and mechanisms between different (meta)stable
states.
In the original version of LSDMap, a set of Boltzmann-
weighted conformations is required, which does not allow its
direct implementation to non-equilibrium simulations biased
by intuitive CVs. To address this issue, here we applied an ap-
proximate reweighting factor to each configuration generated
from a set of metadynamics simulations, allowing treatment
of the “reweighted” dataset with LSDMap. In this way the
free energy calculated by metadynamics as a function of se-
lected CVs can be projected onto the first few DCs, providing
a description of the free energy landscape as a function of un-
biased coordinates.
The biological process we investigate here is the
molecular recognition of the DNA oligonucleotide d[5′-
CAACGTTGGCCAAC-3′]2 by the antibiotic anthramycin in
its imino form (hereafter IMI).51 This system has been pre-
viously investigated by some of us with umbrella sampling
and metadynamics, which have provided free energy sur-
faces associated with sliding16 along the minor groove and
dissociation13 as a function of few (one to three) intuitive
CVs. Here, we first extend the number and length of meta-
dynamics simulations, as well as the type of CVs, to increase
the reliability of the calculated free energy profiles. We ob-
serve sliding of IMI along the whole minor groove length,
compared to a length of about three base pairs (bps) spanned
in Ref. 16. In addition, we observe detachment from several
locations along the minor groove and not only from one as in
Ref. 13. The LSDMap analysis prompts us to introduce a new
intuitive reaction coordinate which describes the dynamics of
the system more precisely than previously used CVs.13 The
free energy surface as a function of the first few DCs extracted
from the LSDMap analysis provides a non-empirical view of
the system. We identified several distinct diffusion processes
at different timescales, the most relevant ones including IMI
sliding along the minor groove and its dissociation from the
DNA. The LSDMap/metadynamics approach is shown to be
a powerful tool to investigate, with an unprecedented level
of detail, complicated events such as ligand/DNA dynamic
interactions.
II. METHOD
A. All-atom molecular dynamics
The anthramycin · d[5′-CAACGTTGGCCAAC-3′]2
(hereafter anthramycin · DNA) system was taken from pre-
viously published works.13, 16, 51 The AMBER/GAFF force
fields52–54 were used for the parameterization of oligonu-
cleotides and drug. In brief, drug structure was optimized by
means of DFT calculations at B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level, using
the Gaussian03 package.55 Atomic RESP56 charges were
derived using the resp module of AMBER after wavefunction
relaxation. See Ref. 51 for details. Potassium ions were
modeled with the AMBER-adapted Aqvist potential57 and
the TIP3P model was used for water molecules.58 Sliding and
dissociation of the ligand (anthramycin) were investigated
by metadynamics.27 The CVs used in the implementation of
metadynamics in this work are the same as in the previous
work.13 The parameters used in metadynamics are detailed in
Sec. I of the supplementary material.59
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To obtain good statistics and improve the accuracy of
the LSDMap reconstruction, 64 independent metadynamics
simulations, each of 5 ns in length, were performed (using
the GROMACS package60–62). Periodic boundary conditions
were used, and constant temperature-pressure (T = 300 K, P
= 1 atm) dynamics have been performed by the Nosé-Hoover
and Andersen-Parrinello-Rahman coupling schemes. Electro-
static interactions were treated using the particle mesh Ewald
(PME) algorithm with a real space cutoff of 10 Å, the same
as for van der Waals interactions.
Coordinates were saved every 2 ps, and the resulting con-
figurations were filtered by the criterion that the minimum
distance between all the heavy atoms of IMI and those of the
DNA duplex is smaller than 2.5 nm. This procedure removes
less interesting configurations in which the ligand is far away
from the DNA duplex. Using this criterium, the data set was
reduced to 123 465 conformations.
B. Weighted LSDMap








In the equation above, ‖xi − xj‖ is the distance between
the two configurations xi and xj . For this system the wa-
ter molecules within the minor groove of the DNA are es-
sential for a proper description of the ligand-target inter-
actions. Therefore, the RMSD calculation incorporates the
DNA, ligand, and those water molecules within the minor
groove. The details can be found in Sec. III of the supple-
mentary material.59 εi is the local scale for the configuration
xi . This local scale εi represents the radius in configuration
space around xi within which the underlying manifold can be
approximated by a hyperplane tangent to the manifold, i.e.,
is approximately linear. The procedure to estimate the local
scale around every point in the data set is detailed in previous
work.41 The kernel Kij is related to the “ease” with which xi
can diffuse into xj . A normalized version of this kernel repre-
sents the Markov matrix for the dataset of molecular configu-
rations, and the diagonalization of such a matrix yields a set
of vectors that serve as DCs.
When the dataset is sampled with a biased statistics, such
as metadynamics, the LSDMap algorithm needs to be modi-
fied to take into account the bias. Here, we correct for the bias
by assigning a weight for each configuration in the dataset, as
it has been proposed recently by Ferguson et al.63 In particu-
lar, we use a modified version of the algorithm, by defining a
symmetric kernel
Wij = √wiwjKij , (2)
where wi and wj are the weights assigned to configurations
i and j. The use of a symmetric weighted kernel allows for a
much faster and robust eigenvalue decomposition of the corre-
sponding symmetric matrix. This is important when the num-
ber of points in the data set is large.
III. RESULTS
A. Landscape of molecular recognition
Fig. 1(a) shows the free energy as a function of the first
three DCs. Three narrow low free energy pathways, almost
orthogonal to each other, can be seen along the three axes.
To identify stable states along the three pathways, it is conve-
nient to project the free energy profiles along each DC, 1st DC
(Fig. 1(b)), 2nd DC (inset in Fig. 1(c)), and 3rd DC (inset in
Fig. 1(d)). The interesting states along these three coordinates
are denoted by uppercase Roman letters, and their representa-
tive configurations are shown in Fig. 1(e).
There are two free energy minima, states A and E, along
the 1st DC. State A corresponds to the initial configurations in
which the ligand binds to the triplet T6T7G8, whereas state E
is associated with binding to the triplet G9C10C11. The three
regions B, C, and D along the transition barrier correspond
to the ligand sliding along the DNA bases T7, G8, G9, and
C10. Typical configurations for these regions (analogous to
Fig. 1(e)) are shown in Fig. S1 of the supplementary
material.59 Thus, the 1st DC describes the sliding of the lig-
and along the central section of the DNA minor groove, and
the sliding barrier between state A and E is approximately
9 kcal/mol (Fig. 1(b)).
Regions A, A1, A2, and A3 correspond to four minima
along the collective motion characterized by the 2nd DC in
Fig. 1(c). States A1 and A3 correspond to configurations in
which the ligand binds, respectively, to the triplets G5T6T7
and A2A3C4, with state A2 in between. This shows that the
2nd DC characterizes the sliding motion along the top sec-
tion of the DNA. The sliding barrier between state A and A3
is approximately 7.5 kcal/mol (inset in Fig. 1(c)).
Let us define regions E1, E2, and E3 along the 3rd DC. It
is clear that this DC corresponds to the ligand sliding along
minor groove in the bottom part of the DNA duplex. Regions
E1 and E3 correspond to configurations in which the ligand
interacts with nucleobases C10–A12 and A12–C-3′ (the 3′ end
of DNA backbone). The sliding barrier between state E and E3
is approximately 15 kcal/mol (inset in Fig. 1(d)). This value is
less trustworthy than the barrier heights between other regions
because of more limited sampling here.
B. High order DCs
The 4th DC describes an alternative motion of the ligand
in the proximity of the bottom part of the duplex (see Fig. 2).
Configurations in region E4 correspond to the detaching of the
ligand from the triplet C11A12A13 (region E1), whereas con-
figurations in region E5 display the ligand re-binding to the
duplex at the end of the strands (Fig. S1 of the supplemen-
tary material59). That is, the 4th DC corresponds to a motion
where the ligand partially detaches from the minor groove and
then rebinds to 3′ end of DNA.
The 5th DC corresponds to the detachment of an-
thramycin from the minor groove (see Fig. 2). Region F is
located at the negative extreme of the 5th DC, and describes
the unbound state of the ligand. Although the lowest free
energy path is associated with detachment from the initial
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FIG. 1. (a) Free energy projection (in units of kcal/mol) onto the first three DCs. States are as marked. (b) Free energy projection onto the 1st DC. (c) Free
energy projection onto the 1st DC and 2nd DC, and 2nd DC (inset). (d) Free energy projection onto the 1st DC and 3rd DC, and 3rd DC (inset). (e) Typical
configurations picked in the states marked in the free energy profile.
position A, dissociation can occur from multiple locations
along the DNA strands. We will return to this aspect in
Sec. III C, after introducing a different physically motivated
reaction coordinate. Most of the remaining high-order DCs,
which are not shown here, correspond to the same detaching
motion of anthramycin from the minor groove as represented
by the 5th DC, except that the extrema of these DCs corre-
spond to different configurations. The detaching barrier along
5th DC can be estimated from the free energy profile pro-
jected onto this direction. Its value is about 15 kcal/mol, in
fair agreement to the value of 12 kcal/mol in Ref. 13. The dif-
ference could be due mainly to the following reasons: (a) the
barrier calculated here groups detaching motions from sev-
eral different binding sites along the minor groove, compared
to that from a single binding site in Ref. 13; (b) poor sam-
pling becomes an issue when the ligand is far from the initial
binding site, therefore the resulting free energy profile must
be rather approximate in that region.
C. CV based on H-bonds patterns
Exploiting the insights offered by the LSDMap analysis,
we introduced a new intuitive reaction coordinate ¯I , which
approximates the index of the closest DNA bp H-bonding
to the ligand, to identify the binding sites on the minor
groove. When binding to the DNA duplex, the ligand can form
H-bonds with several DNA bps. If for one specific configura-
tion, the ligand forms Ni H-bonds with the ith bp in the DNA
duplex, we can define the average bp index
¯I =
∑14
i=1 Ni · i∑14
i=1 Ni
. (3)
By weighting i by the number of H-bonds formed between
the ith DNA bp and the ligand, ¯I approximates the index of
the closest DNA bp to the ligand in that configuration. If no
H-bonds are formed between the ligand and the DNA duplex,
¯I is set to zero. Therefore, ¯I can also be used to distinguish
the binding and detaching configurations between the ligand
and the DNA duplex. Here H-bonds are defined with the fol-
lowing cutoffs: <30◦ for the acceptor-donor-hydrogen angle
and <0.35 nm for the distance between donor and acceptor.
OH and NH groups are regarded as donors, and O and N are
regarded as acceptors.
Fig. 3 shows the value of ¯I as a function of the first
five DCs. From Fig. 3(a) it is clear that the configurations in
which the ligand is bound to the DNA are gathered within
two narrow pathways along the first two DCs. ¯I varies from 6
to 10 along the 1st DC and from 2 to 6 along the 2nd DC. An-
other narrow pathway is detected along the 3rd DC shown in
Fig. 3(b), where ¯I varies from 10 to almost 14 along the
3rd DC. Some fluctuations are obviously present, which are
inherent in the definition of ¯I . Indeed, the ligand can usually
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FIG. 2. (Upper panel) Free energy projection (in units of kcal/mol) onto the
1st DC and 4th DC, and 4th DC (inset). States are as marked. (Lower panel)
Free energy projection onto the 1st DC and 5th DC (c), and the 5th DC (inset).
form transient H-bonds with two or three consecutive bps.
A visual inspection of the configurations without H-bonds
between DNA and ligand reveals that the latter can detach
from almost any site along the 1st DC, while dissociation is
less likely to occur along the 2nd DC and 3rd DC (see Fig. 3).
This is consistent with the analysis of the sliding pathways re-
ported above (see Fig. 1), and confirms that detachment from
the ends of the duplex is less frequent in our simulations (see
also Fig. S2 of the supplementary material59). Along the 4th
DC and 5th DC (and most of the remaining higher order DCs)
there are multiple detaching sites. As expected from the re-
sults reported in Sec. III B, the analysis of ¯I along the 4th DC
confirms that the ligand detaches from the triplets C10C11A12,
corresponding to state E4, and then rebinds to the DNA near
region E5. The plot of 1st DC vs. 5th DC (Fig. 3(d)) confirms
that anthramycin can detach from every site when sliding
along the central part of the minor groove (G5TTGGC10).
However, the projections of ¯I onto the 2nd DC-5th DC and
3rd DC-5th DC planes (Figs. 3(e) and 3(f)) show the same
behavior as the projections onto the 1st DC-2nd DC and 1st
DC-3rd DC, i.e., a low propensity of the ligand to detach from
duplex ends. This could be due to the inability of CVs used
in metadynamics at introducing a bias strong enough to cause
dissociation of anthramycin from those regions of the DNA.
D. Comparison with previous free energy calculations
It is instructive to compare the sliding barriers found here
with those shown in Fig. 1 of Ref. 16, reporting the free en-
ergy profile associated with the sliding of anthramycin along
about 3 DNA bps. Note that the DNA bp numbering scheme
we used differs from that in Ref. 16 by two units, so the triplet
T6T7G8 there corresponds to T8T9G10 here. Hereafter, we will
use our notation also when referring to previously published
data. Once this correspondence has been established, it is seen
that the sliding among binding sites T8 (T6 in Ref. 16), T9 (T7),
and G10 (G8) corresponds to the transition along states A1, A,
and B. Moreover, the free energy difference and the relative
barrier between states A1 and A, 1.0 and 4.6 kcal/mol, respec-
tively, compare well with the values of 1.5 and 4.0 kcal/mol
between states IV and II in Ref. 16. Also the barrier between
states A and B (7.5 kcal/mol) is in fair agreement with that
of 5.5 kcal/mol between states II and I, although in this case
the state B (I) does not correspond to a local minimum. These
differences may arise from the quality of the sampling and in
part from the different reaction coordinates used to estimate
the free energy profile.
We next compare our results with the previous metady-
namics simulation13 on this system. In that study the free en-
ergy profile associated with ligand unbinding from the triplet
T8T9G10 was generated as a function of two intuitive CVs,
namely, the distance dCMs between the centers of mass of the
ligand and the DNA tract d[GTTGG]2, and the number of hy-
drophobic contacts nhph between nonpolar carbons on the lig-
and and on the bps it covered in the starting structure (Fig. 4).
Here we performed a series of 64 independent metadynam-
ics simulations using the same set of CVs as in Ref. 13 (see
Sec. I of the supplementary material59 for details). Our data
are in fair agreement with previous results. In particular, the
global minimum (labeled I) and the metastable state (II) in
the upper-left quadrant of Fig. 4 resemble those shown in
Fig. 1 of Ref. 13. However, the transition region defined by the
two CVs is, as expected, much better sampled here. Moreover,
the absence of any wall forcing dissociation from the minor
groove allows for the sliding of the ligand along the DNA mi-
nor groove. This introduces some differences in other regions
of the free energy surface, as compared to previous work.
In particular, a new minimum (III) appears, which includes
two groups of configurations. The first one involves structures
where the ligand is still bound to the DNA, but to some dif-
ferent nucleotide sequence than the initial one. This group is
associated with a sliding along the minor groove, up or down
with respect to the initial configuration (we only show the
configuration sliding up in the lower panel of Fig. 4). The sec-
ond group involves conformations in which the ligand is par-
tially detached from the DNA, regardless of its position along
the groove (we show the ligand detaching from the downside
of the DNA duplex in the lower panel of Fig. 4). Thus, the two
CVs used in metadynamics cannot distinguish between these
configurations, both having large dCMs and near-zero nhph. In
contrast to the two intuitive CVs, LSDMap does not take as
input any a priori knowledge of the system and gives clear
separation of the sliding and detaching motions. The relation
between the CVs used in metadynamics and the LSDMap
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FIG. 3. All the configurations in the data set are projected onto the 1st DC and 2nd DC (a), the 1st DC and 3rd DC (b), the 1st DC and 4th DC (c), the 1st DC
and 5th DC (d), the 2nd DC and 5th DC (e), and the 3rd DC and 5th DC (f). The colors indicate the average base pair index ¯I . The black dots indicate that there
are no hydrogen bonds between the ligand and the DNA bases for those configurations. Because the large number of points in the data set introduces a lot of
overlaps when ¯I is plotted as a function of the DCs, we split the two DCs into 100 × 100 grids and plot the average value of ¯I in each bin. The black dots are
plotted first so that the colored dots are not covered by the black dots.
coordinates is shown in Fig. S3 of the supplementary
material.59 As expected, we find no clear correlations between
the first two DCs and the CVs used in metadynamics.
E. Limitations
Apart from limitations of the force field (see, e.g., Ref. 7),
several other factors affect both the quality of the free energy
profile and the order of DCs.
First, despite the large number of simulations performed
here, the one-dimensional free energy profiles in Fig. 1 are
very rough. In particular, that for the 3rd DC displays large
fluctuations because of the poorer sampling of the corre-
sponding area of the phase space as compared to that repre-
senting initial configuration (state A in Fig. 1(e)). Therefore,
the free energy barrier characterized by the 3rd DC is less
trustworthy compared to barriers characterized by the 1st DC
or 2nd DC, as mentioned in Sec. III.
Second, from an analysis of the order of DCs, one could
conclude that the detachment of the ligand from the DNA du-
plex occurs in a shorter time compared to the sliding of the
ligand along the minor groove. However, the free energy bar-
rier is higher for detachment than for sliding, as estimated
from the free energy profiles reported here and in previous
work.13 This apparent conflict is very likely a result of unbal-
anced sampling between configurations of the ligand-DNA
complex vs. conformations in which the ligand and DNA
are unbound (see Fig. S2 of the supplementary material59).
The simulations were initiated from structures in which the
ligand was bound to the DNA, and were stopped when the
ligand dissociated, resulting in many more configurations in
the dataset corresponding to the ligand/DNA complex than
to the unbound moieties. Though we have unbiased the data
when doing LSDMap, the quality of sampling still affected
the time scales of the first several slowest motions of the
system.
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FIG. 4. (Upper panel) Free energy as a function of the two collective vari-
ables used in metadynamics, that is, the distance dCMs between the center
of mass of the ligand and of the DNA tracts d[GTTGG]2 and the number of
hydrophobic contacts nhph between nonpolar carbons on the ligand and on
the bases covered by the ligand in the starting structure. (Lower panel) The
typical configurations picked in the region as marked in the free energy plot
in the upper panel. The two overlapping configurations marked III show two
possible configurations in region III.
Third, for the ease of the interpretation we use only the
first few DCs when projecting the free energy landscape, and
as a consequence the barrier of the free energy profile might
be underestimated due to the neglected contribution of other
important motions. This issue is common when using reduced
coordinates to represent free energy profiles (see, e.g., Fig. 3
in Ref. 47). However, we believe that this issue is minimal for
the system considered here as the DNA and ligand are almost
rigid and do not experience severe conformational changes;
the fast processes that are neglected in analysis mostly cor-
respond to atomic vibrations in the DNA or ligand. We leave
further discussion and more detailed comparison of the per-
formance of LSDMap with respect to other methods, such as,
cFEP, to future work.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have investigated the molecular recog-
nition of the oligonucleotide d[5′-CAACGTTGGCCAAC-3′]2
by anthramycin in its imino form. For this purpose, we per-
formed multiple metadynamics simulations forcing the es-
cape of the ligand from the initial binding position, approx-
imately in the center of the duplex.
The definition of good reaction coordinates is crucial to
build a consistent free energy profile. Here, we have used the
LSDMap approach41 for the purpose of identifying a reaction
coordinate able to distinguish among relevant conformations
associated with ligand-DNA interactions. The most relevant
modes found by LSDMap turn out to be associated with the
slow processes of the system. In particular, the first three DCs
correspond to the diffusion of ligand within the minor groove
and the 4th DC and 5th DC correspond to dissociation from
multiple sites along the DNA duplex. The LSDMap method
allows us to critically assess the quality of the CVs selected
for the metadynamics runs. On the basis of that analysis, a
new variable is introduced, which is able to discern among
different conformations of the system, and is well coupled to
the largest eigenvalue modes from the LSDMap analysis.
We have characterized the sliding of anthramycin over
the whole minor groove length. The one-dimensional free en-
ergy barriers and the metastable states near the initial config-
uration are in good agreement with those found by some of
us in previous umbrella sampling simulations16 in which the
sliding of the ligand along three DNA bps was sampled. The
free energy barrier associated with one-dimensional diffusion
is lower than that associated with detachment, consistent with
previous studies.13 These results point to the possibility for a
ligand to first bind to the DNA duplex in a non-optimal loca-
tion, and then slide along the groove to the preferred binding
site.
We show that LSDMap can be applied to both equilib-
rium and biased simulations, and provides a solid background
for the building of good reaction coordinates even for com-
plex dynamical systems. The combination of metadynamics
and LSDMap can be used to study other macromolecular
systems with collective diffusion processes in different time
scales.
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